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2011 Bibliography
Altmeyer, Sue
Law Library


Barnhizer, David
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Baskind, Samantha
Art Department


“Jack Levine (1915-2010), A Real Human Guy.” American Art 25, no. 2 (summer 2011): 120-123.


Bleeke, Marian
Art Department

Borden, Michael J.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Burchfield, Amy  
*Law Library*  

Carl, Jim  
*Curriculum and Foundations*  

Davis, Dena S.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

DelVecchio, Rosa M.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Falk, Patricia J.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  

Farrell, Beth  
*Law Library*  
“Listening to Short Takes.” *Library Journal* 136, no. 16 (October 1, 2011) 40-42.
Forte, David
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Goodell, Joanne E.
*Teacher Education*


Gorla, Rama
*Mechanical Engineering*


Gorla, Rama (continued)
Mechanical Engineering


Green, Jr., Matthew W.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

Grilly, David
Psychology
Hamlen, Karla R.
Curriculum and Foundations


Hansman, Catherine A.
CASAL


Hansman, Catherine A. and Catherine H. Monaghan
CASAL


Hoke, Candice
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Ingersoll, Elliott
CASAL


Inniss, Lolita Buckner
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Jackson, Debbie

*Teacher Education*


Jeffres, Leo W.

*School of Communication*

“A Communication Audit for Euclid Ohio.”  *Prepared for Euclid, Ohio leaders and residents* (2010).

“A Communication Audit for Lakewood, Ohio.”  *Prepared for Lakewood, Ohio leaders and residents* (2010).


“Viewing the Public Sphere With Influentials and Citizens.”  *Qualitative Research Reports in Communication* 12, no. 1 (2011): 60-70.

Jeffres, Leo W. and Anup Kumar

*School of Communication*  


Keating, Dennis

*Department of Urban Studies*

“Inclusionary Housing and Fair Housing.”  *Fair and Affordable Housing in the U.S. Netherlands*: Brill, 2011.


**Keating, W. Dennis** and **Wendy Kellogg**

*Department of Urban Studies*


**Kumar, Anup**

*School of Communication*


**Lam, Eddie T.C.**

*HPERD*


**Lewis, Browne**  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


**MacCluskie, Katherine**  
*CASAL*


**Majette, Gwendolyn Roberts**  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*

“PPACA and Public Health: Creating a Framework to Focus on Prevention and Wellness and Improve the Public’s Health.” *Journal of Law, Medicine & Ethics* 39, no. 3 (fall 2011): 366-379.

**Matthews, Sarah H.**  
*Sociology*


**Mawdsley, Ralph D.**  
*CASAL*


Commentary: “Parents’ right to direct their children’s education: Examining the interests of the parents, the schools, and the students.” *West’s Education Law Reporter* 258, no. 2 (September 16, 2010): 461-480.


Mawdsley, Ralph D. (continued)

CASAL


Mawdsley, Ralph D. (continued)

CASAL.


May, Claire C. Robinson

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


McLennan, Conor and Teresa Markis

Psychology and Psychology


Medina-Rivera, Antonio and Lee Wilberscheid

Modern Languages and Modern Languages


Messemer, Jonathan E.

CASAL.


Michalos, Sarah

(Ph.D. Student) CASAL.

Mika, Karin
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Niedringhaus, Kristina
*Law Library*


Nuru-Holm, Njeri and Melodie Yates
*Institutional Diversity*


Olson, Glending
*English*


Perera-Diltz, Dilani M.
*CASAL*


Perera-Diltz, Dilani M. and Justin C. Perry
CASAL


Perera-Diltz, Dilani M. and Kathryn C. MacCluskie
CASAL


Quigney, Theresa A.
Teacher Education


Rakow, Susan
Curriculum & Foundations


Ray, Brian
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Ray, Laura
Law Library


Richmond, Samuel A.
Philosophy


Robertson, Heidi Gorovitz
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Rose, Shelley
History


Sagers, Chris
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Seck, Mamadou M.
School of Social Work


Souther, J. Mark
History

Stead, Graham B.
*Doctoral Studies and Curriculum and Foundations*


Stead, Graham B. and Donna Schultheiss CASAL
*Doctoral Studies and Curriculum and Foundations*


Steinglass, Steven H.
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*

“Constitutional Commission is the Way to Go.” *The Columbus Dispatch* (July 27, 2011).

Sterio, Milena
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Sundahl, Mark J.
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Toman, Sarah
*CASAL*

*Career Planning and Adult Development Journal* 26, no. 3 (fall 2010). Guest editor.
Toman, Sarah and Robin Leichtman (Ph.D. Student) 
CASAL


Toman, Sarah and Brittan Davis (Ph.D. Student) 
CASAL

“Volunteers of the National Ski Patrol.” Career Planning and Adult Development Journal 26, no. 3 (fall 2010): 63-74.

Wilson, James G. 
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Witmer-Rich, Jonathan 
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Wolf, Linda E. 
School of Nursing

“Development of Professional Identity of Accelerated BSN Graduates.” Journal of Nursing Care Quality (fall 2010).
MSL Academic Endeavors Bibliography

The Michael Schwartz Library eBook Publishing Enterprise
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/clevelandstatedr/


Dempsey, Jane (2002). *The bibliography as a reference tool at Cleveland State University Library’s Special Collections Department: compilation standards and practices and presentation on the web.*


French, Collins (1878). *Origin and history of the Cleveland viaduct.*


Heaphey, James (2010). *Parish.*


Skateland (1939). *CRC topics: Skateland newsletters.*

Stokes, Carl (1973). *Promises of power; a political autobiography.*


Tevesz, Michael (1999). *Stained glass windows of Trinity Cathedral, Cleveland, Ohio.*


Wallen, James (1920). *Cleveland’s golden story; a chronicle of hearts that hoped, minds that planned and hands that toiled, to make a city ‘great and glorious’.*

Watson, Sara Ruth (1981). *Bridges of metropolitan Cleveland: past and present.*
http://site.ebrary.com/lib/clevelandstatedr/docDetail.action?docID=10364181